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**Title word cross-reference**

3 [ZMWP04]. *k* [Kwo03, Sar09]. *N*
(TM00, KNL06).

-gram [TM00]. -grams [KNL06]. -means
[Sar09]. -Nearest [Kwo03]. -NN [Sar09].

2002 [CD03]. 2007 [Lu08]. 22nd [Li09].

5th [Lee04].

AAC [BC06b, Hil06, LS06]. Abbreviations
[FLW07]. Abductive [BL02]. Abnormality
[KLL04]. AC [BC06a]. Access
[LP02, Sak05]. Accommodating [SL03].
Accuracy [NH05]. ACE [LQLY07].
Acoustic [AMLJ03]. Acoustics [RC05].
Acquisition [CLLC08]. across [PLYZ95].
Act [LS02b]. Ad [KASAZS04]. Ad-hoc
[KASAZS04]. Adaptive
[ATAAAS11, Lee02, Wak02]. Address
[WHSN04]. Advanced
[Sak05, Won05, iZL07]. Affine [Wak02].
Agent [DSL+02]. Agreement [ATWD09].
Alert [ASARAE12]. Algorithm
[KJLL09, MH00, WCC01]. Algorithmically
[AA04b]. Algorithms
[GW06, LKSL08, Sar09]. alignment [KY09].
Alternative [BC06b, Hil06, Yon06].

Ambiguity
[HLBL00, KZCJLL03, LHM+00]. Analysis
[AK09, KJLL09, LS02h, LRKL05, TKWL05, XK11b, YLC08]. Analyzer [TM00]. ANCS
[AA04a]. Annotation
[KLC+00, LAM08, ZWT09]. Answer
[KKSL01, MKI07]. Application
[FI00, Lee02, PWK02]. applications
[CPJ93]. Appraisal
[ZQCL11]. Approach
[ARASGAS11, EB08, FLW07, HY07, Had07, HSBSA12, HAL09, KL04, Kwo03, Lee02, LWZF11, MBBS05, RZWX08, SKW+00, SZSY07, WWCC07, YLC08, YCW11, ZMZ12]. Approaches
[HKAH11, KKC04]. Assessing
[KK01, KNC01, ZZZL11, ZLZ11]. Association
[ARASGAS11]. Attributes
[CLLC08]. Augmentative
[And06, BC06a, BC06b, Hil06, Yon06]. Author
[Ano00, Ano01, Ano02, Ano03, Ano04b, Ano05, Ano06, Ano07, Ano08, Ano09, Ano11]. Automatic
[FLW07, KCL03, KY09, OC03, STK07, SBN+05, Tsa02]. Automatically
[JLP04, LHM+00]. Automatically-Extracted
[LHM+00].

BANGANUBAD [Sah05]. Bangla
[Sah05]. Bank
[XLWL09]. Based
[ASC06, ARASA012, BM08, CLTU02, CC02, CZZ+05, CYL07, CJL12, DC09, FI00, GA08, HASE11, HC02, HCR03, IKK+09, JT00, KLC+00, KKL01, KL04, Kwo03, LW00, LS02a, LJL11, LKL01, LTZ+01, LWWL06, MC09, MKI07, NIA06, ONAK12, SKW+00, SSH05, SW00, SSHH08, SJM05, SCH11, TCC02, TTO0, WLJ03, WHSN04, WL05, WXX+08, XW08W, YCW11, ZZ11, ZMWP04, Ano04a, Cha01, CK02, FZ03, Hil06, HC12, IFK+02, ITM+07, Ish02, LWZF11, LH08, PWK02, SL03, SZSY07, WC01, WWCC07, WC01]. Behavioural
[WX06]. Best
[CD03, Lee04, Lu08]. between
[ATWD09, KASA04, ONAK12]. Bi
[CC01]. Bi-level
[CC01]. Bigram
[WL05]. Bilingual
[KJLL09, Kwo01, ZMI05]. bitmap
[PLYZ95]. Blended
[LZ05]. Block
[HC02]. Boolean
[CLW01]. Boundaries
[CSC06]. Browsing
[WCC00]. Buddhist
[TH12]. Building
[AKAAS11, BS11, CJL12, XLWL09, ZLLZ07, GA08]. Business
[WL01]. Calculation
[ZZ11]. CALL
[MZA11, MZA12]. Calligraphic
[WL03]. Calligraphy
[CC01, HC01, HC02]. Caption
[SKW+00]. Case
[HL12, WH11]. Categorial
[JLP04, LP02]. Categorization
[ARASGAS11, CZZ+05, Kwo03]. Caused
[KC01]. Cf
[RL06]. Cf-ranking
[RL06]. chǐ
[WH11]. Chains
[BL02]. Challenge
[H11]. Channel
[SW00]. Channel-Weighting
[SW00]. Character
[CLTU02, CC02, FKL02, IKK+09, Kuo11, LAM08, Sar09, SSH05, TTO0, VNL02, VAM02, WHSN04, HW92, LP96, Lun93, PLYZ95]. Characters
[HG83, LKCK00, PHO02]. Chat
[WXL06]. Checker
[ATWD09, KKC04]. Checking
[ATWD09]. China
[Lee01]. Chinese
[KL08, Lu08, And06, BC06a, CLTU02, CC02, CJL12, CAM08, CHC08, CLLC08, DC09, FLW07, GW06, GA08, GW12, HG83, Hsi11, HW92, HC01, HC02, JT00, JNK08, KZCJLL03, Kuo11, Kwo01, LKCK00, Lee02,
e-Learning [FK03]. E-Mail [ASARAE12]. Easily [Kim06a]. Editor [AS09a, Lee04, Li08, Li09, Won05, Zho11]. Editors [Ano04a, BC06a, CD03, FZ03, FKL02, HH12, KL08, LL01, MW01, SM00, SM02, XK11a, YY11, iZL07]. Education [HCK+02]. Educational [Ano04a, FZ03]. Effect [CAM08]. Effective [FK03, RZWX08, YCWL01]. Effection [BNS11]. Efficient [LWZF11, MH00, Yoo02]. Effort [TLSC06]. Electronic [KSH00]. Ellipsis [HH09]. Empirical [ZZZL11]. Enabled [ZMW04]. Encoding [CLTL02, Lun93]. Engine [CLTL02, CC02, PKW02, ZN04]. Engineering [TLSC06]. English [ASC06, GW06, JNKL08, KC01, Kwo01, Sah05, Sak01, SRMB04, Tsu02, Yon06, ZMI05].
Enhanced [WHSN04]. Enhancement [NH05]. Enterprise [YYW01]. Entity [ENB07, EB08, LQLY07, SHHH08]. Entropy [CYL07, EB08, ZHW08]. Environment [Jin00, WLJ03]. Environments [SL03]. Error [HC02, TM00, WCC01]. Error-driven
[WHCC01]. Errors [Ish02, MC09]. Evaluating [ASARAE12, AS09b]. Evaluation [KY09, Oka07]. Event [CAM08, Fai06, HHA08, HZLL09, HAH12, LWY03, LWLW06, LDZ11]. Event-Based [LWLN06]. Events [AKAAS11, WT02]. Every [Jin00]. Evidence [Hi06]. Evidence-based [Hi06]. Evidentiality [SCH11]. Examining [RL06]. Example [CYL07]. Example-Based [CYL07]. Examples [Wan04, ZWT09].
Expansion [FLW07]. Experience [LKCK00, LQLY07]. Experimental [GW06]. Expert [LT02]. Exploitation [DAZF05]. Exploiting [Kwo01]. Exploring [SS11]. Expression [LRKL05, ZQCL11]. Expressions [MMFA00, SZSY07]. Extendable [MH00]. Extracted [LHM+00]. Extraction [AK09, Fai06, Ish02, JNKL08, LW00, LWY03, Li08, OC03, PHO02, SS01, Tsu02, WHSN04, WCC01, WXLY05].
Fast [KKSL01]. FCA [CLLC08]. Feature [AK09, CJL12, LRKL05, SZSY07]. Feature-based [SZSY07]. Features [CC02, Kim06a, LJJL11, XK11b]. Feedback [Sak01]. file [PLYZ95]. Filtering [KASAZS04, LTZ+01]. Filters [ASARAE12]. Financial [LWY03]. Font [CHC08, SSH05, PLYZ95]. Foreign [KC01, OC03]. formats [PLYZ95]. Frame [LH08]. Frame-based [LH08]. Framework [JLP04, LDD04, TH12]. free [IFK+02]. Frequency [LS06]. Future [SL03].
Generalized [Had07]. Generated [JLP04]. Generation [KLCL03, LKL01, JNKL08, SSH05]. Global [Wak02]. gram [AS04, TM00]. Grammar [IFK+02, JLP04, LP02, YCWL01]. Grammar-based [IFK+02]. grams [KNL06]. Granularity [SS11]. Graph [LJL11]. Graph-Based [LJL11].
Graphemes [CK02]. Guest
[AS09a, Ano04a, BC06a, CD03, FZ03,
FKL02, HH12, KL08, LL01, Lee04, Li08,
Li09, Lu08, MW01, SM00, SM02, Won05,
XK11a, YY11, iZL07, Zho11].

Han [PLYZ95]. Handwriting [SS07].
Handwritten [AK09, CK02, HAL09,
PHO02, SSH05, Wak02, WHSN04]. Hangul [CK02]. Hashing [MH00].
HCI [FK03]. HELP [GW12]. Hidden [LS02b]. Hierarchical [Kwo03, ZZZL11, LP96].
Hindi [HAL09]. Hints [AA04b]. Historical [CBA07]. history [Lun93].
HMM [CK02]. Homophonic [CLTL02]. Hong [TLSC06].
HTML [ZN04]. Huffman [TT00]. Human [NH05]. Human-Written [NH05].
Hybrid [CLWK01, FLW07, HY07, HASE11, KLL04, Kim06b, ZMZ12].

ICCLC [CD03]. ICCPOL [Li09]. Icon [And06]. Identification [CAM08, CSC06,
HASE11, LTB08, SBN+05, WL05].
Identifying [Fai06, HSAS12, LWY00]. II [Ano04a]. Image [CC02, HC01, SKW+00, SBN+05, VNL02].
Images [Ish02, TT00]. Imperatives [SL03].
Implementation [LTT02]. Improved [IA09, MC09]. Improvement [MBBS05].
Improves [EB09]. Improving [CZZ+05, Ljjl02, ZLZ11]. In-Vocabulary [WHZ08]. incompatible [PLYZ95].
Increasing [SMB04]. Incremental [KOK03, LKSL08]. Index
[Ano00, Ano01, Ano02, Ano03, Ano04b,
Ano05, Ano06, Ano07, Ano08, Ano09, Ano11].
Indexing [CLWK01, KKSL01, STK07, YCW11].
Indian [EB08, MBBS05]. Individualized [Wan04]. Inductive [Wan04]. Inferring
[LDZ11]. Influence [RC05]. Information
[ASC06, AKAAS11, CTL00, Fai06, FI00, Ish02, JLP04, KC01, KN05, KN06,
Kwo01, LL01, LWY00, LHM+00, LD04,
LWLW06, Sak01, Sak05, SJM05, SZSY07,
SS01, TT00, Won05, WLY05, YYW01,
YLC08, YCW11, ZN04]. Ingestion
[HHA08]. Inheritance [CC01]. Ink
[WLW03]. Input [JT00, Kuo11, TCC02]. Inquiry [Wan04]. Integrated [TH12].
Integrating [KLC+00, LWLW06, YYW01]. Intellectual [TCC02]. Intelligent
[CBA07, CHY03, Kuo11]. Inter [KIM06b].
Inter-Clause [KIM06b]. Interactive
[HCK+02]. Interactivity [FK03]. Interface
[MWW01]. Intermediary [ZM05].
International [Li09]. Internet [FI00, LI00].
Internet-Mediated [LI00]. Interpretation
[LP02, NIA06]. Intonation [JLP04].
Introduction [AS09a, Ano04a, BC06a,
CD03, FZ03, FKL02, HH12, KL08, LL01,
Lee04, Li08, Li09, Lu08, MW01, SM02,
SM02, Won05, XK11a, YY11, iZL07, Zho11].
Investigation [CTL00, WCC01]. Issue
[AS09a, Ano04a, BC06a, CD03, FZ03,
FKL02, KL08, LL01, Lee04, Li08, Li09,
Lu08, MW01, SM02, SM02, Won05, ZL07].
Issues [LZ03].

Japanese
[ITM+07, IKK+09, Lun93, ML02, Sak01, TM00, Tsu02, Wak02, ZMI05].
Japanese-Chinese [ZM05].
Japanese-English [Sak01].
Japanese-Katakana [Tsu02]. jin [HC12].
Joint [Lee04]. Jurilingual [TLSC06].

Kana [IKK+09]. Kanji [IKK+09].
Katakan [Tsu02]. Key [Kuo11, WHSN04].
Keyboards [Oka07]. Keyword [FI00].
Knowledge [KLC+00, MKI07]. Kong
[TLSC06]. Korea [Lee04]. Korean
[HLBL00, KC01, KN05, KCL03,
KZCJLL03, KKC04, LS02a, LL11, LRKL05,
ML02, OC03, PHO02, RL06, Yoo02].
Korean-to-Japanese [ML02].
Labeling [DC09]. Labels [KCL03].

Laboratory [DSL²02, WLJ03, CCLC04].

Language [ASC06, AS09a, ATWD09, ATAAAS11, BS11, BC06a, BC06b, FI00, HH09, IFK⁺02, ITM⁺07, KNL05, KJLL09, Kwo01, KLO8, LP02, Lee04, LKL01, LTT⁺01, MC09, MWW01, Sak01, SNT09, WC01, WXL06, iZL07]. Languages [EB08, LL01, Li09, MBBS05, RC05, SM02].

Large [DAZF05, LDZ11, ZZZL11, LP96]. Large-Scale [ZZZL11]. large-set [LP96].

Law [BNS11]. LDC [Kwo01]. Learner [SL03]. Learning [CCLC04, EB09, FK03, Jin00, KL04, LKCK00, LZ03, Lee02, Li00, LKSL08, LTT02, SL03, SMB04, WLW03, Wan04, WCC01, XK11b, YLC08, YCWL01, ZWT09, ZMWP04].

Lexical [Hsi11, LHM⁺00, Lu08, Yoo02]. Lexicalized [TH12]. Lexico [KKSL01]. Lexico-Syntactic [KKSL01]. Lexicon [KJLL09]. Light [IK⁺11]. Like [LW00, Li00]. Likelihood [LW00]. Line [LYY01, CK02, SS07, VNL02].


Lyric-Based [XWW08].

Machine [CYL07, KZCJLL03, KLO4, KL04, KY09, LRK05, ML02, NSNN07, Sak01, SRMB04, Wan04, YLC08, ZLZ11].


Mandarin [And06, BC06a, BC06b, GW12, HL12, HC12, LTB08, LS06, LH08, SW00, WCC00, Yon06].


Markov [LS02b]. MARVS [HHA08, HAH12, WH11].

Matching [AS04, KKL01, KL04, WHSN04]. Matter [LS02a]. Maximal [LJAL02]. Maximum [CYL07, EB08, ZHW08]. means [Sar09].

Measures [LYK03]. Mediated [Li00]. Message [Kuo11]. Messages [ASARAE12].

Metafont [HG83]. Metaphors [GAH08]. Method [Ish02, JT00, Kim06b, SW00, YCWL01, ZL11]. Methods [RL06].

Mid [BL02]. Mid-depth [BL02]. Mining [ARASGA09, CHY03, Li08, LKSL08, SZZY07, WT02, WXX⁺08]. Mismatch [KC01].

Mobile [DSL⁺02, KSH00, PWK02, TCC02]. Modal [LRK05]. Model [CZZ⁺05, CYL07, CSC06, HCK⁺02, HZL09, HCR03, IFK⁺02, ITM⁺07, Ish02, Kuo11, LS02b, NSNN07, OC03, QLZ⁺08, SNT09, TM00, WL05, WLR01, XWW08].

Model-based [Ish02]. Modeling [FK03, ZHW08]. Modelling [AML03].

Models [BS11, CLWK01, MC09, WC01]. Morpheme [KLC⁺00]. Morphological [DAZF05, HLBL00, STK07, TM00].

Morphology [AA04a]. MSA [AS09b]. MT [LKL01].

Multi [Cha01, LP96, LKL01, ML02]. Multi-level [LKL01]. Multi-lingual [Cha01, LP96].

Multi-Word [ML02]. Multiengine [EB09].

Multilingual [Jin00]. Multimedia [SM02]. Multiple [LY03, XK11b]. Music [YCW11].

Natural [AS04]. N-gram [AS04]. Name [GW06].

Named [ENB07, EB08, SHHH08]. Names [AA04b, AZ04, ONAK12].

Nearest [Kwo03]. Neighbor [Kwo03].

NER [EB09]. Net [ZZZL07]. Network [KK05, Lee02, HW92, LP96].

News [CPJ93, CK02, Lee02, LP96]. Newly [KOK03].

Music [YCW11].

Multi [Cha01, LP96, LKL01, ML02]. Multi-level [LKL01]. Multi-lingual [Cha01, LP96].

Multi-Word [ML02]. Multiengine [EB09].

Multilingual [Jin00]. Multimedia [SM02]. Multiple [LY03, XK11b]. Music [YCW11].

Natural [AS04]. N-gram [AS04]. Name [GW06].

Named [ENB07, EB08, SHHH08]. Names [AA04b, AZ04, ONAK12].

Nearest [Kwo03]. Neighbor [Kwo03].

NER [EB09]. Net [ZZZL07]. Network [KK05, Lee02, HW92, LP96]. Networks [CK02, CPJ93].

News [CPJ93, CK02, Lee02, LP96]. Newly [KOK03].

Music [YCW11].
[Fai06, FLW07, LWY03, TKWL05, WT02]. Nine [AMLJ03], NLP [MZA11, MZA12]. NN [Sar09], Non [AA04b, HY07, ITM+07]. Non-Compositional [ITM+07]. Non-Standards [AA04b], Non-Words [HY07]. Normalization [IJK+11, Wak02]. Notebook [KSH00], Noun [AA04a, CSC06, SRMB04, WCC01]. Novel [HC01, LJAL02], Numerals [ATWD09].

Objects [ATWD09, SMB04], Obtainable [Kim06a], Occurrence [Yoo02, LHM+00]. OCR [Ish02, MC09, TM00]. Off [LYY01, SS07, VNL02]. Off-Line [LYY01, SS07, VNL02], On-line [CK02, VNL02], One [KJL09, Ku011, HL12].

One-Character-One-Key [Ku011], Online [CCL04, LZ03, LD04], Ontology [BM08, Cha01, CCLC08, TH12]. Ontology-based [Cha01], Opinion [Li08, LWZ11, SZS07, WXX+08, XK11b]. Oriental [FKL02, Lee04, Li09, RC05, SM02, SBN+05, Won05, LP96]. Other [SBN+05, LC12], Outcomes [Yon06]. Overview [MWW01, WXY05].

Pacific [Ano04a, FZ03], PageRanking [KOK03], Pages [KOK03, WCC00], Pair [JNKL08], Pairs [Tsu02, pao] [HC12]. Papers [CD03, CLO2, KCL02, KL08, Lee04, Li09, Lu08]. Parallel [ASC06, CSC06, JNKL08], Paraphrasing [IJK+11]. Parser [ATAAAS11], Parsing [HLB100, KCL03, LL11, SNT09, Yoo02]. Part [Ano04a, BNS11, FZ03, KCL03].

Part-of-Speech [KCL03], Partition [CZZ+05], Partitioning [TT00], Passage [LS02a], Path [ZQCL11], Pattern [EB09, ITM+07, KKS01, Lee04, WXX+08]. Pattern-Based [WXX+08], Patterns [TT00, VNL02], Performance [EB09, Oka07], Periodic [WT02], Persian [BS11], Personalizing [CHC08].

Perspective [HHA08, HAH12, Yon06]. Peykare [BS11]. Phoneme [GW06, JT00, KK05], Phoneme-Based [JT00], Phoneme [TCC02], Phonetic [TCC02], Phrase [LW00, WCC01], Phrase-Like-Unit-Based [LW00]. Phrases [CSC06, SRMB04], Picture [NIA06], Picture-Based [NIA06]. Platform [CCLC04], Point [AS09b], Polysemy [WH11]. Possible [LZ03], Post [EB09], Post-processing [EB09], Practice [Hil06], Predicates [IJK+11], Prediction [HKAH11, WXX+08, HW92], Predictive [KKSL01], Prefix [LJAL02], Prevention [HC02], Principles [GAH08], Probabilistic [CSC06, HCR03, TM00], Probabilities [KNL05], Problem [KC01], Processes [WLR01], Processing [AS09a, ATAAAS11, CBA07, LKL01, Li09, Won05, EB09, KL08], Producing [AA04b], Profile [HL12], Programming [CCLC04], Progressive [HC01]. Pronominalization [RL06], Propagation [CC01], Proper [MBBS05], Prosody [GW12], Pseudo [Sak01]. Pseudo-Relevance [Sak01].

Qualitative [SKW+00], Quality [MBBS05, ZLZ11]. Quantifiers [Had07], Quantitative [MMFA00], Queries [LP02], Query [FI00, KNL06, ZN04], Question [KKSL01], Question-Answering [KKSL01], Questions [MK107]. Quranic [HSBS12], Qwerty [Oka07].

ranking [RL06], Rate [JT00], Ratio [LW00], Real [HCK+02], Realistic [WLW03].

Recognition [BNS11, BS11, CK02], DAZF05, EB08, FKLO2, IFK+02, PTCC05, RC05, Sar09, SW00, SHHH08, VNL02, Wak02, WHSN04, QZCL11, LP96, Lee04].

Recordings [STK07], Rectangular [TT00], recurrent [HW92], Region [TT00].
Regular [CL02, KCL02]. Relation [CAM08]. Relational [LP02]. Relative [Kim06a]. Relevance [Sak01]. Relevant [KKSL01]. Rendering [PWK02].

Representation [Had07, Hsi11, WH11, WLYZ02]. Representations [MMFA00]. Representative [ZWT09]. Requisite [BASH11]. Research [Hil06, LTB08, SCH11].

Resolution [HH09, HLBL00, KCL03, LHM00, RZWX08]. Resolving [KZCJLL03]. Resource [CJL12]. Retrieval [ASC06, AKAA01, CC02, Fai06, ITM07, NIA06, WWCC07]. Retrieving [WT02].

Romanization [AA04b, ONAK12]. RRE [BNS11]. Rule [ARASGAS11, ASARAE12, ONAK12, WWCC07, YCLW01].

Rule-Based [ASARAE12, WWCC07].

S [KL04]. S-clause [KL04]. Salient [CTL00]. Scaffolding [Wan04]. Scale [ZZZL11]. Scenarios [PWK02]. Schema [IA09, LH08]. Scripts [SBN05]. Search [CLTL02, CC02, CHY03, FI00]. Searching [IA09]. Security [LJAL02]. Segmentation [CC02, HAL09, KL08, LS02a, MBBS05, SS07, WWCC07, WHZ08].

Selected [AK09, KL08, LI09]. Selection [BL02, CLLC08, HHA08, LY03, LRKL05]. Self [CZZ05, LC12]. Self-other [LC12].

Self-Partition [CZZ05]. Semantic [BC06a, CJL12, DC09, GW12, Had07, Hsi11, LH08, YYW01]. Semantics [Lu08, SMB04]. Semi [Yoo02, ZHW08].

Semi-Deterministic [Yoo02]. Semi-Supervised [ZHW08]. Sense [HKAH11, Hsi11, LY03, WH11, ZMZ12]. Sentence [BL02, LWZF11, S0M05, ZQCL11].

Sentence-based [LWZF11]. Sentences [BNS11, Fai06, ITM07, NIA06, WWCC07]. Sentiment [TKWL05, XWW08, YLC08, ZHW08, ZQCL11]. Sequences [GW06].

Services [Li00, WL11]. Set [And06, LP96, LN03]. Shame [LC12]. Shape [PH02, WK02]. sharing [PLYZ95].

Short [Kuo11]. SIGHAN [KL08]. Signal [KLC00]. Signatures [LYY01]. Similarity [ZZ11]. Size [KL08]. Size [HLY01]. Sketch [GAH08, SHH08].

Smoothing [KKC04]. Soaking [HC12]. Social [SS11]. Solution [LZ03]. Song [XWW08]. Source [GAH08]. Space [CLWK01, XWW08].

Spacing [KKC04]. Spelling [KKC04]. Speaker [LTB08, Yon06]. Special [AS09a, An004a, BC06a, CD03, FZ03, FLK02, KL08, LL01, Lee04, LI08, LI09, Lu08, MW01, SM00, SM02, Won05, iZL07].

Speech [AS09b, BS11, DAZF05, IKK09, KLC00, KL03, LS02b, MBBS05, PTCC05, RC05, STK07, SW00, WCC00]. Spelling [KKC04, PTCC05]. Spoken [CHA01, WC01].


Statistical [ASARAE12, BS11, GW06, NSN07, OC03, WWCC07, ZLZ11]. Statistics [ZZ11]. Stemming [AS04].

Stenography [TLSC06]. Stenography-To-Text [TLSC06].

Stochastic [KKC04, TM00]. Stock [WX08]. Storing [LJAL02]. Strategies [SS01]. Strategy [HLBL00, LKL01]. String [FK02, IKK09]. Stroke [PH02, SH05].

Structural [HAL09, KZCJLL03, SNT09]. Structure [CJL12, HAS11, HAH12, Hsi11, ZM10].

Structures [BC06a, DAZF05]. Structuring [RL06]. STT [TLSC06]. Studies [GW06, WX06]. Study [GAH08, HL12, HKAH11, HC12, LH08, NIA06, WHZ08, WH11, ZZZL11].
Subjectivity [KJLL09]. Sum [HCR03].

Summarization [CTL00, HASE11, LWLW06, SJM05].

Summary [NH05]. Supervised [ZHW08].

Support [AA04a, AKAAS11, HCK+02].

Swapping [CSC06]. Symbols [TCC02].

Symposium [Lee04]. synonymy [GW12].

Syntactic [BC06a, KKSL01, NSN07, ZQL11].

Synthesis [WLW03]. Synthetic [LAM08].

System [AA04a, And06, BC06a, BC06b, Cha01, CBA07, CHY03, CH01, EB09, HH09, KKS01, Kuo11, LSY02b, LWY00, LKL01, LD04, LRL05, LTD02, LS06, LJAL02, MZA11, MZA12, MBBS05, ML02, TCC02, WELW03, Yon06].

Systems [AKAAS11, BS11, HCK+02, LD04, MW01, YYW01].

Tags [KCL03, SS11].

Tamil [SNT09].

Task [BNS11].

Technique [AA04a, HASE11, HO01, LTZ+01].

Techniques [AK09, DSL+02].

Technologies [Sak05, Wori05, iZL07].

Technology [Ano04a, FZ03, WLJ03].

Temporal [CAM08, HZLL09, LWY00, LWY03, LWLW06, WLYZ02, WXLY05].

Term [AS04, CLWK01]. Text [AS04, ARASGS01, BL02, CZZ+05, CAM08, FLW07, HASE11, HAL09, HCR03, LJAL02, MBBS05, RL06, SNT09, SJM05, SCH11, TLSC06, ZZZL11].

Text-To-Speech [MBBS05].
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